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Abstract—We have developed a simulation framework for test-
ing and validation of WSN applications which closely resembles
processes happening inside real equipment including hardware
and software induced delays. The core of the framework consists
of a virtualized operating system and an emulated hardware
platform integrated with a general purpose network simulator ns-
3. Besides an ability of experimenting with the real code base as in
the real deployments our framework allows testing the boundary
effects of different hardware components on the performance of
distributed applications and protocols. All in all the presented
framework allows to substantially shorten the development cycle
of WSN applications.

Index Terms—wireless Sensor networks, simulation tools, hard-
ware and software modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally in the area of communication networks simula-
tions is the primary technique for the analysis of performance
of various protocols. This is also true in the case of perfor-
mance studies of wireless sensor networks. WSNs, however,
have one important peculiarity, which makes simulation-based
studies challenging. Most, if not all, network simulators exe-
cute the experiment scenario in high-end machines. In WSNs
the resource constrained hardware is in many cases the primary
performance limiting factor. Ignoring either the effects of the
hardware delays or the particular execution model of operating
systems makes the obtained performance figures unrealistic.

The work described in this article is rooted in the authors’
own experience in developing and testing a real-life medium-
scale distributed WSN application in the domain of intelligent
transportation systems [1]. In short the task was to design
and deploy a proprietary MAC level protocol and a simple
networking application1. The final time accounting showed
an expenditure of more than 1000 person hours for the
whole cycle of the development starting from conceiving the
idea until the installation of the fully functioning solution.
Remarkably, only 1/4 of the time were spent for the design,
simulation based validation and coding for the target operating

1See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYyWkYfsJhk for a demonstra-
tion.

system (TinyOS). The other 3/4 of time was consumed by
debugging the code on the target hardware and validating the
distributed functionality.

This situation is not in any sense unique to our case:
Currently several international projects (e.g. WSN-DPMC2)
look at the issues of efficient integrated tools for development
of WSN functionality.

In this article we describe a simulation framework, named
Symphony, for testing and validation of WSN applications
which closely resembles the processes happening inside real
equipment including hardware and software induced delays.
Symphony consists of three operating and programming
scopes: An operating system scope, a hardware scope, and
an orchestration and communication scope. The OS scope
provides necessary tools and a set of rules for building existing
WSN OS (e.g. Contiki, TinyOS, FreeRTOS) to a virtual
image. The hardware scope contains a set of models accurately
emulating time behavior of hardware components. Network
simulator ns-3 offers an orchestration and communication
scope.

Besides an ability of experimenting with different applica-
tions implemented under different operating systems in one
simulation, Symphony offers three unique features for a WSN
developer: Experimentation with the real code base as in the
real deployments, preservation of the execution model of the
underlying operating system and experimentation with the
effect of hardware components on the performance of dis-
tributed applications and protocols. We conjecture that using
Symphony the time for development of a WSN application
could be shortened substantially.

The article is organized as follows: In Section II we
overview related work in the domain of simulation-based ex-
perimentation with WSN. Section III describes the architecture
of the framework. Section IV describes result of benchmarking
the performance of a network protocol obtained in Symphony,
TOSSIM and a testbed. Symphony’s technical characteristics

2WSN DPMC cooperation project. Web portal. Online. Available: http:
//www.wsn-dpcm.eu/ .
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and scalability issues are analyzed in Section V. Section VI
concludes this article.

II. RELATED WORK IN THE OPERATIONAL SCOPES OF
SYMPHONY FRAMEWORK

Due to straightforward technical, logistical and cost issues
experimentation with communication networks is done mainly
in simulators. With the emergence of WSN technology the
set of existing general purpose network simulators (e.g. ns-2,
ns-3, Omnet [2], Qualnet [3], etc.) was extended with WSN-
specific frameworks, like Shawn [4] and operating system
specific engines such as TOSSIM [5] and COOJA [6]. The
main objective with Shawn is to enable testing of abstract
algorithms in large scale networks by abstracting away the
details of lower-layers’ implementation. While not arguing
against this objective our work on the Symphony framework
targets an orthogonal goal, i.e. to enable large scale realistic
simulations with configurable levels of abstraction.

Compared to simulation-based experimentation with high-
end communication systems two features of WSN technology
make its simulations challenging: Delays introduced by low-
end hardware components and an execution model of the
underlying operating system.

Operating systems for WSN follow three design paradigms:
Event-driven (e.g. TinyOS [7]), threaded (e.g. Contiki [8]) and
the mixture of the two (see [9]–[11] for a detailed survey
of OS for WSN). While there are pros and cons of using
each paradigm the fact is that operating system of all three
types exist on the market and the performance of the same
distributed algorithms and communication protocols could
differ drastically depending on the choice of the underlying
OS and the composition of the software modules [12].

As the major optimization objective for wireless sensor
networks is low-energy consumption all WSN hardware com-
ponents feature low-energy modes enabling duty-cycling op-
eration. The time delay associated with switching the hard-
ware modes introduces obvious effect on the performance
of communication protocols and distributed algorithms in
general. This time may vary in the order of magnitude between
components produced by different vendors3.

TOSSIM is a simulator that accompanies TinyOS. In its
essence TOSSIM abstracts away OS specific execution model
and substitutes that part of the code with its own run-time
environment. Also, the communication protocols on MAC and
physical layers are substituted with extremely simplified table-
based communication model. Several TinyOS-specific simu-
lators addressing some inflexibilities of TOSSIM appeared
before 2010 (see [13] and reference therein). Most relevant
of those are PowerTOSSIM [14], ATEMU [15] and AVRORA
[16]: PowerTOSSIM as the name indicates enables the analysis
of power consumption properties; ATEMU and AVRORA
offer instruction level-emulation of a single hardware platform
(Mica2 motes). In addition, only a single application per node

3For example to turn radio chip on for AT86RF230
(http://www.atmel.com/Images/doc5131.pdf) takes 360µ while CC2240
(http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/cc2420.pdf) 1.2ms

is supported. To the best of our knowledge the development
of all of them is discontinued.

The work on the integration of TinyOS into OMNeT++ [2]
focuses on transforming the NesC code to C++ classes and
running the node as an object in the simulator. According
to [17], however, when using this approach the measured
performance figures are way too far from those measured in
the testbed.

Cooja - a simulation facility for Contiki OS - preserves the
OS execution model, which enables instruction level debug-
ging. On the other hand the hardware modeling capabilities
are limited to the microcontroller only.

Network simulators ns-2 and ns-3 are the de-facto standard
simulation tools in the academic networking research com-
munity. Although network simulator ns-3 is the successor to
the ns-2 simulator, it is a complete rework of ns-2 and is
not backwards compatible. Ns-3 is a discrete-event network
simulator for Internet systems. It contains improvements on
the architecture, software integration, and models of the ns-2
simulator. Ns-3 supports multiple radio interfaces per node and
features IP addressing, a TCP/IP model that closer resembles
the real protocol, and more detailed 802.11a/b/s models. More-
over, ns-3 offers a possibility to run the real implementation
of protocols as well as to run simulations in real time.

We conjecture that none of the existing simulators could
currently offer the same variety of features and experimen-
tation flexibilities as Symphony. Firstly, we use popular ns-3
simulator as the platform for orchestration and execution of
simulation experiments as well as its well established radio
propagation models. This choice allows a developer to experi-
ment with holistic machine-to-machine systems featuring het-
erogeneous radio technologies including communications in
backbone networks. Secondly, Symphony features a virtualizer
of real operating systems integrated with ns-3 which enables a
developer to experiment with different implementations of the
same distributed algorithm in the same simulation. Finally,
Symphony contains a set of models accurately emulating
behavior of hardware components in time and energy domains.
All these features allow performing simulations extremely
closely resembling the reality.

III. SYMPHONY - SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 illustrates the core architecture of Symphony
consisting of three scopes. The WSN operating system scope
deals with the mapping of hardware abstractions in OS to
the hardware scope of the Symphony. The hardware scope
contains the implementation of hardware models. An XML
interface is offered to a user for configuring the models’
parameters. The orchestration scope takes care of integrating
the OS and the hardware scopes into a holistic simulation
environment.

The following subsections elaborate the details of each
scope of the Symphony’s architecture.

A. WSN Operating System Scope
The OS scope generates emulated interrupts to OS and calls

from OS by tapping into the hardware abstraction layer (HAL)
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Fig. 1. Architecture of Symphony framework.

of WSN OS as shown in Figure 2. There an operating system
makes a call to a hardware element (in this case a call to
a radio transceiver to transmit a message). To complete the
entire operation it takes time tOS : It is composed of time
tpreHAL for dispatching the call into the underlying HAL; time
tdHW is consumed by the device; and time tpostHAL to perform
additional operations on the returning path of the call.

Listing 1. A sample of a device model in XML format.
1 <symphony>
2 <model name=”Radio” t unit=”micro” e unit=”mW”>
3 <call name=”CCA RQST”/>
4 <callback t=”60” e=”3” name =”CCA DONE”/>
5 <call name=”TX START”/>
6 <callback t=”550” e=”10” name =”TX DONE”/>
7 ...
8 </model>
9 <model name=”Encryption” t unit=”milli”

10 e unit=”mW”>
11 <call time=”60” e=”30” name =”encrypt”/>
12 <callback time=”52” e=”27” name =”encrypt done”/>
13 </model>
14 ...
15 </symphony>

Scalability of simulations heavily depends on the granularity
of the underlying simulation model. In order to make Sym-
phony suitable for large variety of scenarios the OS scope of
Symphony gives the user a possibility of intercepting calls on
different levels of abstraction. The user may choose to remain
on the OS level by intercepting calls from OS to HAL and
back. In this case the processes inside HAL will be ignored
reducing the level of details in the simulation. Alternatively,
the user may include HAL functionalities in the simulation for
example for debugging purposes. We discuss the effect of the
simulations granularity on the performance of Symphony in
Section V.

When the desired level of abstraction is selected the user
needs to specify the time and energy properties of an operation
in the hardware scope of Symphony. After that the execution
of operation is appropriately delayed in Symphony’s orches-
tration scope.

Fig. 2. Time flow within node when sending a packet from application.

B. Hardware Scope

In Symphony a sensor device is contemplated as a set of
models describing in a homogeneous way behaviors of both
hardware and software components in time and energy do-
mains. The model of a component defines the time and energy
properties when being called (call) as well as when it returns
the control to the caller (callbacks). The particular time
and energy values are described in the elements’ attributes.
The model is described using XML format as exemplified
in Listing 1 for a hardware component (Radio transceiver)
and a software component (Encryption). The model shows for
example, that a time it takes from initiating a clear channel
assessment (CCA RQST) until it is done (CCA DONE) is
60µs and consumes 3mW of energy.

The particular values of time and energy attributes are
set as result of performing corresponding profiling of the
components when performing different operations. The pro-
filing is done by measuring the current flow during opera-
tion’s execution. An example measurement while performing
encryption operation is illustrated in Figure 3 (see a more
detailed discussion in Section IV). Some attributes, especially
of hardware components, could be taken from a supplied data
sheet. The main functionality of the hardware scope, however,
is the possibility to experiment with different time and energy
characteristic. A set of experiments varying these attributes can
be constructed in order to understand the effect of hardware
diversity on the performance of distributed applications.

C. Orchestration and Communication Scope

The simulation scenarios with Simphony are constructed
and executed inside the ns-3 environment. This enables
experimentation with complex scenarios reusing native ns-
3 modules and models. Technically, Symphony adds new
type of a node model and the associated infrastructure
(containers, helpers, etc.), which are inherited from the
base classes of ns-3. From the user perspective, how-
ever, the simulation work flow remains the same as in
the standard ns-3. This is illustrated in Listing 2 on an
example of a simulation with TinyOS operating system.
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Listing 2. Simulation set-up in ns-3 environment.
1 #include <stdio.h>
2 ... // Standard ns−3 modules are omitted.
3 #include ”ns3/symphony−module.h”
4 using namespace ns3;
5 int main(int argc, char ∗argv[]) {
6 ...
7 TosNodeContainer c;
8 c.Create(10, ” libtossecurity .so”) ;
9 TosHelper wifi;

10 wifi.SetStandard(ZIGBEE_PHY_STANDARD_802154);
11 wifi.SetNodeModel(”tos−security.xml”);
12 YansTosPhyHelper wifiPhy =
13 YansTosPhyHelper::Default();
14 wifiPhy.Set(”RxGain”, DoubleValue(0));
15 ...
16 TosNetDeviceContainer devices =
17 wifi.Install(wifiPhy, c);
18 TosMobilityHelper mobility;
19 ... }

The OS scope is built into a static library and open from
within the new node model. When opening the library (line 8
in Listing 2) an XML file of the hardware scope is consulted
on which symbols for the callbacks need to be read (line 11
in Listing 2). Behind the scene when initializing the device
container (line 16 in Listing 2) the model of the hardware
scope is instantiated and initialized with the values from the
XML file. This model actually takes care of delaying the
execution and book keeping energy properties as described
earlier.

One of the biggest technical challenges when implementing
Symphony’s orchestration scope was overcoming the limita-
tion of Linux on the number of namespaces and the number
of static libraries that can be open simultaneously, which is
currently set to 14. As part of the solution we integrated the
patched version of an elf-loader [18], which enables loading
substantially larger number of node images (limited only by
the hardware).

TABLE I
NUMBER OF RECEIVED PACKETS AT THE SINK.

Scheme Testbed TOSSIM Symphony
Plain 303 336 304
CCM 127 340 129
WPI 128 334 130

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SHOW CASE

In order to demonstrate the unique features of Symphony
we selected an example where a computationally heavy en-
cryption function affected the performance of the network
protocols, which otherwise is impossible to observe using
traditional simulation tools. The results of the performance
comparison are shown in Table I. Two algorithms (CCM -
Counter with CBC-MAC and CSM - cipher-stepping method)
providing per-packet Authenticated Encryption with Associ-
ated Data (AEAD) were implemented in TinyOS (as part of
the separate project). Depending on the security scheme the
packets were either authenticated and relayed or first decrypted
and then authenticated before they were relayed further. The
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Fig. 3. Energy consumption and time delay when executing AEAD algorithm.
National Instrument 4461 ADC (NI-4461-ADC) is used to obtain the current
consumption of the node. The measurement board acts as a power supply
for the sensor node while at the same time monitoring the time and energy
consumption. The PC is used to log the recorded data.

same implementation was compiled first for the Mulle [19]
platform featuring 256 kbit/s Zigbee transceiver and 16 bit
microcontroller, TOSSIM 4 simulator and Symphony. The test
scenario is a chain topology consisting of 10 nodes. The source
node generates 35 bytes data packets. Each new packet is
generated when the previous one is received by the sink node.
For the purposes of this comparison we measure the total
number of packets received by the sink node during the test
run. Each experiment was repeated ten times and an average
number of received packets was calculated. The experiment
is then recreated with the same settings in TOSSIM and
Symphony. In Symphony we configured the hardware scope
with the delay and the current consumption values measured
during the execution of AEAD algorithms as well as radio
transceiver operations using analog-to-digital converter NI-
4461-ADC (see Figure 3 for details).

The advantages of Symphony are visible already in the
simplest experiment when nodes communicate without AEAD
services (marked as “Plain” in the table). Already here
TOSSIM gives 10% more optimistic results compared with
the testbed. This is because TOSSIM ignores the delays
introduced by hardware when changing the operation modes.
More serious problems begin when computationally intensive
AEAD operations are enabled. In experiments with the AEAD
schemes TOSSIM showed 90 to 100 % erroneous results.
These errors are pretty much expected since TOSSIM as well
as all other commonly used WSN simulators do not account
for the software induced delays. In practice this feature of
current simulators would lead to a completely incorrect esti-
mation of an network protocol performances. As we observed
in cases with a complex traffic patterns the network exhibits
a specific pattern of throughput degradation, which otherwise

4We selected TOSSIM to enable fair comparison, since plain ns-3 or other
conventional simulators would require a simulator-specific implementation of
the compared functionality.
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Fig. 4. Time consumed by opening image.

is not visible when running simulations. Due to the limitation
on the size of the paper the analysis of these cases will be
reported elsewhere. Finally, as predicted, we observe that all
results obtained in Symphony are on average 99 % accurate.

V. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SYMPHONY

The run-time performance of Symphony depends on the
mode in which the framework is operating, i.e. either a real-
time mode or a virtual time mode. In the case of the virtual
time operation the performance of Symphony depends on
the desired granularity of the simulation as well as on the
complexity of the topology and network scenario. In this
article we resort to discussing the runtime performance in real
time operation mode only as this mode is one of the features
which makes Symphony distinct from other platforms. The
assessment of the virtual time operating mode performance of
Symphony will be reported elsewhere.

There are two types of operations that consume time during
simulation and potentially can affect the simulation accuracy:
A library loading and a function call in a virtualized node
image. The time for loading many libraries can affect the
simulation bootstrapping procedure. Obviously, one needs to
wait until all libraries are loaded before starting the simulation.
Figure 4 demonstrates the dynamics of this characteristic for
different numbers of simulated nodes. As visible from the
graph the loading time in scenarios with less then 5000 nodes
is practically negligible. After that it grows linearly with the
number of nodes. Symphony accounts for this behavior by
having a special synchronization function that assures correct
start up of the simulations.

In Symphony the granularity of the simulated model is
reflected in the size of the compiled library: The lower is the
granularity level the large is the size of the library. When
operating with large libraries loaded to a simulation in large
quantities results to frequent cache misses at CPU level of the
host machine during the context switching. This inevitably
leads to the increased time for calling any function in a
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Fig. 5. Function call time. Measured on Intel i7 CPU with 32 GB memory.

particular library. Figure 5 illustrates an average time per call
of different size and quantities of nodes in simulation. It shows
that the call time only depends on the size of the library and
not on the number of nodes for a given size.

This is a hardware imposed limitation. While the accuracy
of the experiments performed in the simulated time is not
affected by this limitation a user, however, needs to take
this delay into account when constructing large scale real-
time scenarios. In particular it is essential to ensure that the
processing time of an event involving of a execution chain of n
calls should be within the real-time constrains of the particular
application. In practice one should interpret results in Figure
5 as follows. Assume on a chosen level of granularity the size
of the library is 61 KiB. Suppose that execution of a operation
measured on real hardware takes 20 µs. When configuring this
delay in the Symphony’s hardware scope one should account
for additional 6 µs context switching induced delay.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, Symphony, a framework for realistic WSN
simulations is presented. Symphony offers three unique fea-
tures to a WSN developer: experimentation with the real code
base as in the real deployments, preservation of the execution
model of the underlying operating system and experimentation
with the effect of hardware components on the performance
of distributed applications and protocols. The accuracy of
the Symphony framework is demonstrated by benchmarking
the performance of network protocols measured in a real
tested, a conventional WSN simulator and Symphony, where
Symphony showed the best match to the real-life results.
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